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Abstract. The lifecycle of scientific tools comprises the creation of code releases, packages 
and containers which can be deployed into cloud platforms, such as the Galaxy Project, where 
they are run and integrated into workflows. The tools and workflows are further used to create 
training material that benefits a broad community. The need to organize and streamline this 
tool development lifecycle has led to a sophisticated development and deployment architec-
ture.  

Additionally, it is crucial to keep the tools and their dependencies in sync, as well as to 
update downstream workflows and training material upon new tool releases. Outdated work-
flows and training material are disadvantageous to the community, but the effort to keep the 
tools up-to-date is an immense burden considering the huge amount of tools available. For 
example, there are more than 3200 tools hosted on the European Galaxy server 
(https://usegalaxy.eu) [1] as of this writing. 

This talk will explain how the Galaxy community is automatizing the updates for tools, 
packages, containers, workflows, and training materials to lower the maintenance burden of 
the community. 

The Galaxy Project [2] has made thousands of open-source software utilities for scien-
tific data analysis easily accessible to researchers by providing computational infrastructure 
and a user-friendly web interface. Although Galaxy itself does not require any significant com-
putational skills to use, the development and maintenance of new tools and workflows benefit 
from sophisticated infrastructure with both human and automated components. The process 
of integrating software into Galaxy requires knowledge of both the command-line interface of 
the underlying tool and the schema used by Galaxy to define interfaces in order to be able to 
write a “Galaxy tool wrapper”. Such a wrapper maps dataset inputs, additional parameters, 
and expected outputs.  

The deployment of software tools envisioned for use in Galaxy is orchestrated by 
Conda [3]. Conda is a package-, dependency- and environment-manager that enables the 
distribution of software packages via dedicated channels (e.g. Bioconda, conda-forge). Cur-
rently, conda-forge and Bioconda provide more than 21,000 and more than 9,900 tools, re-
spectively. 
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It is a community-driven project that aims to make it easier to install and manage a wide 
range of software on different platforms. Conda has several advantages over traditional meth-
ods of installing scientific software. It simplifies software installation by automatically managing 
dependencies and by providing a consistent environment for software development and anal-
ysis. The ease of use of Conda packages benefits the scientific community far beyond the 
Galaxy use cases. The success of this deployment strategy has already led to adaptation out-
side the bioinformatic field, e.g. in material science [4].  

Bioconda [5] extends the basic Conda package management functionality by creating 
additional Docker and Singularity containers that provide a containerized tool environment [6]. 
Containerization is further promoted by the automatic generation of so called mulled contain-
ers, that provide different Conda dependencies in one container, for the use of tool wrappers 
that depend on multiple packages. Currently, there are more than 87,000 Docker [7] and Sin-
gularity [8] containers available that can be used in cloud infrastructures, HPC-, as well as on 
local compute environments.  

The semi-automated development of the Galaxy tool wrappers is facilitated by the 
Planemo toolkit [9], which offers a wide range of functionalities for developing, deploying, and 
executing Galaxy tools, workflows, and training material, with a simple and powerful command-
line interface. It also facilitates automated deployment of tools and automatic updates of soft-
ware dependencies, and offers testing and linting functionality that helps to ensure high-quality 
tool wrappers and workflows. Although these tasks can be performed individually without 
Planemo, it provides a convenient single tool that encourages best practices and is already 
extensively used in the Galaxy ecosystem. 

To ensure that tools, wrappers, workflows and the Galaxy servers are up-to-date, a 
system of bots is maintained that handle automated updates of components to their latest 
dependencies versions. The bots are based on Planemo as well as Bioconda utilities that are 
controlled by continuous integration (CI) GitHub pipelines. The demonstrated deployment ar-
chitecture combines automated update functionality with necessary code-review steps in order 
to ensure quality controlled tools and wrappers. Updates of Bioconda packages, for example, 
will trigger pull requests (PRs) in dependent Galaxy tool repositories, but these PRs will require 
review and approval by expert developers before they can be merged.  

Ideally, a bioconda tool update would propagate all the way to the main Galaxy servers, 
and to community-maintained workflows and training material using these tools.  

In this talk, the ecosystem will be explained on the basis of a use case that follows one 
of the latest tools that were integrated into Galaxy. It will cover the complete tool development, 
testing and deployment process until its installation on the European Galaxy server and its 
integration into the Galaxy Training Network (GTN) [10] training material. Furthermore, the 
update propagation workflows will be demonstrated for this tool. 
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Figure 1. Overview flow diagram. 
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